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Summary 18 

1. Previous studies that optimise allocation of surveillance resources over space have 19 

assumed that detection rates are constant over time and that travel or survey costs are the 20 

same for all sites. Other recent research explicitly accounts for stochastically varying 21 

detection rates and distinct travel costs but restricts attention to the optimal number of visits 22 

to a single site. Here, we integrate these approaches to construct a model that optimises the 23 

allocation of surveillance effort over both space and time.  24 

2. The solution defines the budget that should be allocated to each site, and the number of 25 

visits over which that search budget should be expended. We show that the solution has close 26 

affinities with that of Hauser and McCarthy (2009), which ignored temporal variation in 27 

detection rates and travel costs. We illustrate our approach by finding the optimal allocation 28 

of survey effort over space and time that maximises the expected number of detections of the 29 

cascade treefrog (Litoria pearsoniana) in a region.    30 

3. In deriving our model, we also solve an alternative model to Moore et al. (2014) that 31 

considers the trade-off between the number of visits and length of each visit when the 32 

detection rate at a site varies over time. We compare the predictions of the original model of 33 

Moore et al. (2014) and the new model using experimental data on detections of two species, 34 

showing the two models perform similarly well. 35 

4. Interestingly, when variable detection rates and travel costs are considered using our 36 

model, the form of the resulting objective function is very similar to the case in which they 37 

are ignored; in both cases the probability of failed detection at each site is a negative 38 

exponential function of effort. However, travel costs impose a discontinuity into the solution 39 

space making the decision variables semi-continuous (i.e. the optimal surveillance effort at 40 
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each site is either zero or a value greater than the travel cost). This discontinuity complicates 41 

the task of finding the optimal solution. We propose a straightforward algorithm that finds 42 

very good approximate solutions.  43 

 44 

Keywords: expected value, surveillance effort, optimisation, variable detection probability, 45 

travel costs  46 
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1. Introduction 47 

Designing surveillance regimes that optimise management objectives is a common problem 48 

in ecology and environmental management (Field, Tyre & Possingham 2005; Mackenzie & 49 

Royle 2005; Mehta et al. 2007; Hauser & McCarthy 2009; Epanchin-Niell et al. 2014; Rout, 50 

Moore & McCarthy 2014; Berec et al. 2015). For example, efficient detection is important 51 

for managing both invasive (Myers et al. 2000; Simberloff 2003) and threatened species 52 

(Garrard et al. 2015; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). Scarce resources for managing and 53 

monitoring biological populations emphasise the need to spend these resources wisely. A key 54 

parameter when designing surveillance regimes is detectability: the probability of detecting 55 

the species when it is present at a site (Tyre et al. 2003; de Solla et al. 2005; Kéry & Schmidt 56 

2008; Guillera-Arroita, Ridout & Morgan 2010; Chen et al. 2012). 57 

Detectability of a species at a particular site depends on the time, or effort, spent surveying 58 

the site and the detection rate (probability of detecting the species per unit of survey effort) 59 

during the survey. The detectability of a species may vary between sites due to differences in 60 

the terrain (Hauser & McCarthy 2009) or abundance of the species (McCarthy et al. 2013). In 61 

addition, the detection rate may vary temporally, due to changes in the activity or visibility of 62 

a species through time (Watson et al. 2008, Southwell and Low 2009), changes in survey 63 

conditions, or variation between observers (Moore et al. 2011).  64 

Imperfect detection creates a trade-off between the effort spent surveying a particular site and 65 

the number of sites that can be surveyed. The optimal number of both sites to visit and repeat 66 

visits to each site, will depend on the management objective and survey design. For example, 67 

when designing occupancy studies, the objective may be to minimise the standard error of a 68 

parameter estimate, minimise the total survey effort required to achieve a specified standard 69 

error (Mackenzie & Royle 2005; Bailey et al. 2007; Guillera-Arroita, Ridout & Morgan 70 
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2010), or maximise statistical power (Field, Tyre & Possingham 2005). Alternatively, 71 

surveys might aim to maximise detection of a species, such as threatened species, invasive 72 

species, or diseases, or to minimize overall management costs (Hauser & McCarthy 2009; 73 

McCarthy et al. 2010; Guillera-Arroita, Hauser & McCarthy 2014). These studies assume 74 

that detection rates are constant during the survey period, but this is unlikely to be true in 75 

practice (Mackenzie & Royle 2005). Further, several of these studies (Hauser & McCarthy 76 

2009; McCarthy et al. 2010; Guillera-Arroita, Hauser & McCarthy 2014)  ignore the cost of 77 

travelling to sites, which can be substantial in at least some cases, or assume travel costs for 78 

all sites are identical (Mackenzie & Royle 2005). In this paper, we focus on the question of 79 

optimising detections of a species across sites that differ in their probability of species 80 

presence, rate of detection given presence, and travel costs. 81 

Hauser and McCarthy (2009) consider how best to allocate a search budget across sites that 82 

vary in (i) the probability of presence; (ii) the rate of detection; and (iii) the cost of failed 83 

detection, when the objective is to minimise the total combined management costs, including 84 

the cost of missed detections. However, they assume that the detection rate at a given site is 85 

constant through time and do not account for travel costs to and from the sites.  Moore et al. 86 

(2014) address the question of finding the optimal number of visits to a single site when the 87 

detection rate varies stochastically over time, and each visit incurs a travel cost. Here, we 88 

describe a model that combines these two aspects, optimising searches over both space and 89 

time. The solution defines the optimal search effort for each site, and the number of visits 90 

over which that search effort should be expended.  91 

Moore et al. (2014) derive their solution assuming the mean number of detections is log-92 

normally distributed. Although they are unable to find an exact explicit analytical solution for 93 

the optimal number of visits, they derive an explicit analytical approximation. Another 94 
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probability distribution often successfully used to model skewed non-negative data-sets is the 95 

gamma distribution (Johnson, Kotz & Balakrishnan 1995; Kundu & Manglick 2004). The 96 

two distributions are often interchangeable for modelling moderately sized data sets, but 97 

inferences based on the resulting models can vary due to differences in the tails of the 98 

distributions (Wiens 1999 and refs there-in). Here, we consider modelling the detection rate 99 

as a gamma random variable. Using this model, we derive an exact explicit solution for the 100 

optimal number of visits to a single site. We use this explicit solution together with the 101 

framework presented by Hauser and McCarthy (2009) to formulate an optimisation model 102 

that accounts for travel costs and stochastic detection rates when allocating resources across 103 

multiple sites.  104 

We find that when variable travel costs and stochastic detection rates are included, the 105 

objective function is similar to that of Hauser and McCarthy (2009). However, the resulting 106 

optimisation problem contains semi-continuous variables (allocation is zero or ≥ a minimum 107 

cost), preventing the use of Hauser and McCarthy’s simple ranking algorithm. To solve the 108 

problem, we propose an approximate algorithm based on those developed for solving for a 109 

class of resource allocation problems with sigmoid utility functions (Srivastava & Bullo 110 

2014). In addition to optimising the allocation of surveillance effort over space and time, we 111 

also present this algorithm, which seems to efficiently and intuitively solve problems of this 112 

form.  113 

We apply our model to an illustrative example of the cascade treefrog, Litoria pearsoniana. 114 

We also compare the predictions of the original model of Moore et al. (2014) to the model 115 

proposed here, using a gamma instead of lognormal distribution to model detection rates. 116 

Materials and methods 117 
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MAXIMISING THE EXPECTED PROBABILITY OF DETECTION FOR SINGLE SITE  118 

First, consider surveying a single site to detect the presence or absence of a particular species. 119 

The time, or effort, spent surveying the site and the detection rate of the species on the day of 120 

the survey will influence the probability of detecting the species. As previously highlighted, 121 

the detection rate of the species can vary through time. Although some of this variation may 122 

be predicted in advance, much of it cannot.  For example, we may know the flowering season 123 

of a plant species but how many individuals will be flowering on a given day is uncertain. 124 

Consequently, we model the detection rate during survey j, j, as a stochastic variable with a 125 

known mean μ and variance σ
2
. Our objective is to maximise the probability of detecting the 126 

species at least once during the survey period, assuming a total amount of survey effort, x, 127 

can be spent on surveying and travel costs.   128 

We assume encounters occur randomly (as a Poisson process), such that the probability of 129 

failing to detect the species during a survey declines exponentially with survey effort. The 130 

probability of failing to detect the species during survey j with survey effort tj is exp(−λjtj). 131 

Conversely, the probability of successfully detecting the species is 1− exp(−λjtj). We assume 132 

that the survey technique does not produce false presences. Assuming that detection rates are 133 

independent among surveys, the probability of failing to detect the species during m surveys 134 

is: 135 
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                                                                    (1)  136 

Note that A = 
1

m

jj
t

  is the expected number of detections over the entire survey period. 137 

We further assume a fixed cost cj when initiating a survey at site j, for example, the travel 138 

cost to and from the site. In the case that detection rates are constant over time, performing 139 
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multiple visits provides no advantage. However, when detection rates vary stochastically 140 

there is a trade-off between the number of visits and the amount of time spent surveying the 141 

site; more surveys results in a higher probability of encountering favourable survey 142 

conditions, but incurs larger fixed costs. We assume that each survey visit is of equal length t. 143 

Thus, the expected number of detections, A, is also a random variable with mean μA = mμt 144 

and variance σA
2
 = mσ

2
t
2
. 145 

Moore et al. (2014) modelled A as a log-normal random variable, and solved for the optimal 146 

number of visits. While unable to find an explicit exact solution, their analytical 147 

approximation performed well for a broad range of parameter values. The gamma distribution 148 

can also successfully model skewed non-negative variates (Johnson, Kotz & Balakrishnan 149 

1995; Kundu & Manglick 2004). We derive an exact explicit solution for the optimal number 150 

of visits, modelling detection rate as a gamma random variable.  151 

Let the detection rate, λj, be a gamma random variable with shape parameter k and scale 152 

parameter θ (mean μ = kθ and variance σ
2 

= kθ
2
). In this case, A = t Ʃ

m
i=1 λi is also a gamma 153 

random variable with shape and scale parameters kA = mk and A = t respectively. The 154 

expected probability of failing to detect the species in m surveys is then E[Q] = (1+tθ)
-mk

 155 

(McCarthy et al. 2010). Adding the constraint that the maximum possible time spent 156 

travelling and searching is x = m(c+t) we get: 157 

𝐸[𝑄] = (1 + 𝜃( 
𝑥

𝑚
− 𝑐))

−𝑚𝑘

              (2) 158 

In this case, the optimal number of visits m* is (see Appendix S1 for derivation): 159 

𝑚∗ = 𝑥𝜃/ (
𝑐𝜃−1

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑔[
𝑐𝜃−1

𝑒
]

+ 𝑐𝜃 − 1)            (3) 160 
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Substituting m* back into Equation (2) we get that the expected probability of failing to 161 

detect the species is  162 

𝐸[𝑄] = exp (−ℎ𝜇𝑥),         (4) 163 

where  164 

ℎ =  
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑔[

𝑐𝜃−1

𝑒
]

𝑐𝜃−1
.   165 

Note that the form of the solution is the same as for a fixed detection rate [E[Q] = 166 

exp(−x)] except that the detection rate  is replaced by the mean detection rate  scaled by 167 

the parameter  h. Consequently, we refer to h as a scaling coefficient. Observe also that the 168 

scaling coefficient equals 1 in the limit c-> 0, and is a decreasing function of cAppendix 169 

S2).  170 

MAXIMISING THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF DETECTIONS OVER MULTIPLE SITES  171 

Problem formulation 172 

We now turn our attention to allocating survey effort across multiple sites. In the presence of 173 

a total surveillance budget B available for surveying n sites, Hauser and McCarthy (2009) 174 

consider the problem of allocating resources among sites to minimise the total combined 175 

surveillance and incursion management costs.  Finding the optimal allocation reduces to 176 

minimising  177 

𝑢(𝒙) =  ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑖exp (−λ𝑖𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1        (5) 178 

subject to 
1

n

i

i

x B


 ,  179 
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where pi is the probability the species is present at site i, ri is the benefit of detecting the 180 

species during this survey period, i is the detection rate at site i, and xi is the effort allocated 181 

to surveying site i.   182 

Hauser and McCarthy (2009) assume that the detection rate at a particular site is constant 183 

over time. Here, we extend the above framework to consider the case when detection rates 184 

vary in both time and space. For simplicity, we consider the simple case of maximising the 185 

expected number of sites at which the species is detected. Nonetheless, the same problem 186 

formulation applies directly to minimising expected total surveillance and management costs, 187 

as considered by Hauser and McCarthy (2009) (Eqn 5), by simply replacing pi with ripi in the 188 

following derivation.  189 

For a given allocation of survey effort x = {x1,..., xn} the expected number of detections is 190 

given by 191 

𝑣(𝒙) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖(1 − 𝐸[𝑄𝑖|𝑥𝑖])𝑛
𝑖=1 ,  192 

         =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 −  ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐸[𝑄𝑖|𝑥𝑖]

𝑛
𝑖=1 ,       (6) 193 

where E[Qi|xi] is the expected conditional probability of failing to detect the species at site i 194 

(given it is there) with a survey budget of xi for the site. Therefore, maximising the expected 195 

number of detections is equivalent to minimising the number of failed detections, 196 

∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐸[𝑄𝑖|𝑥𝑖]
𝑛
𝑖=1 . Thus, our optimisation problem reduces to:   197 

min𝒙 𝑧(𝒙) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐸[𝑄𝑖|𝑥𝑖]
𝑛
𝑖=1 ,       (7) 198 

subject to 
1

n

i

i

x B


 , and xi = 0 or ≥ ci. 199 
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Recall that for a single site, if the allocated survey effort is greater than the travel cost, then 200 

an optimal number of visits to site i results in an expected probability of failed detection 201 

given by E[Qi|xi] = exp(−hiμixi) where  202 

ℎ𝑖 =  {

ProductLog[
cθ−1

e
]

cθ−1
, 𝑐𝜃 ≠ 1  

1

e
, 𝑐𝜃 = 1 

  203 

However, defining the expected probability of failed detection, E[Qi|xi], as  204 

( )

1
( )

i i i i

i i

i i h x c

i i

x c
f x

x ce
 


 


,        (8) 205 

there is a discontinuity at xi = ci. This is because the optimal number of visits for xi>ci was 206 

derived assuming the optimal number of visits was continuous and unconstrained. 207 

Consequently, the raw solution allows for less than a single visit for allocations greater than 208 

zero, even when the allocation is less than the fixed cost. Thus, when we impose the 209 

constraint that xi>ci there is a jump from zero visits to a fractional number of visits at xi = ci, 210 

resulting in a discontinuity at this point.  In order to define a continuous function for the 211 

expected probability of failed detection, we add the constraint that the number of visits n 212 

must be zero or at least 1. The domain is consequently divided into three parts: xi <ci, 213 

xi,crit>xi>ci and xi> xi,crit, where  xi,crit  is the minimum allocation required for a single visit to 214 

be optimal. We assume that if the allocation is greater than the travel cost, xi > ci, but less 215 

than the amount required for a single visit to be optimal, xi,crit, then a single visit is performed. 216 

For m* > 1, we still approximate the optimal number of visits using a continuous variable.  217 

We define the expected probability of failed detections as   218 
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,     (9) 219 

where xi,crit = 1
( 1)

( 1)
Pr (( 1) / )

c
c

oductLog c e







 
  

 
.  220 

Solution approach 221 

We are interested in solving the constrained optimisation problem (7), where the expected 222 

probability of failed detection, E[Qi|xi] = fi(xi), is defined by Equation (9). 223 

In the case that xi is simply bounded from below (xi >= ci; ci >= 0), the problem is a resource 224 

allocation (RA) problem, sometimes referred to as a continuous or fractional Knapsack 225 

Problem (KP), with bounded variables, and has been extensively studied. In the case that 226 

each fi(xi) is differentiable and strictly concave, efficient ranking algorithms exist for solving 227 

the bounded RA problem (Koopman 1957; Luss & Gupta 1975; Zipkin 1980).  228 

In the case that the decision variable xi can take the value of zero in addition to being 229 

bounded below by some non-zero constant, xi is referred to as a semi-continuous variable. 230 

Such a constraint is often encountered in real world problems such as production planning 231 

(Zamora & Grossmann 1998), network design (Frangioni et al. 2011), energy unit 232 

commitment (Viana & Pedroso 2013) and portfolio selection in financial optimization 233 

(Bonami & Lejeune 2009). Semi-continuous variables are generally dealt with by recasting 234 

the problem as a mixed integer program with addition binary variables such that the 235 

constraint  236 

xi =0 or xi ≥ ci, for i = 1,2,..., n 237 
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is replaced by  238 

xi ≥ ciyi, and yi ϵ {0,1}, for i = 1,2,..., n.  239 

This constraint complicates finding a solution and the non-linear resource allocation problem 240 

with semi-continuous variables is in general NP-hard (Frangioni 2005). The usual approach 241 

for solving such problems is to employ continuous relaxation based branch-and-bound 242 

methods (Frangioni 2005; Frangioni & Gentile 2006; Zheng, Sun & Li 2014). Here we use a 243 

different approach to solve problem (7), proposing a relatively straightforward approximate 244 

algorithm that takes advantage of the structure of the objective function. Our proposed 245 

solution method follows closely that presented by Srivastava and Bullo (2013), who develop 246 

approximation algorithms for a class of resource allocation problems with sigmoid utility 247 

functions. The approach is based on observing that the optimal solution to problem (7) will 248 

occur when the marginal benefit of detection is the same for all sites that are searched (i.e., 249 

when xi is such that fi'(xi) = or xi = 0, where  is the marginal benefit of detection 250 

corresponding to the optimal allocation; e.g. Sundaram 1996). If we know the optimal value 251 

of α then we show in Appendix S3 that we can determine, at worst, a 2-factor approximate 252 

solution for the optimal set of sites using a straight-forward ranking algorithm. Once we 253 

know how to determine the optimal set of sites for a particular value of , solving problem 254 

(7) reduces to finding the value of  that performs best. We used a simple iterative method 255 

for finding the optimal value of  (Appendix S3).  256 

Case study: maximising detections of the cascade treefrog (Litoria pearsoniana) 257 

To illustrate our approach, we consider finding the optimal allocation of survey effort 258 

amongst 19 sites when maximising the expected number of detections of the cascade treefrog 259 

(Litoria pearsoniana), based on survey data collected by Parris (2001). When aiming to 260 
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detect the species at as many sites as possible, then one might visit sites with the largest 261 

probability of presence (assuming the probability of detection is the same for all sites). 262 

However, for this case study, several of the sites with high probability of presence are also 263 

the most difficult to access (Table 1). Consequently, when travel costs are included in the 264 

time-budget, should one still visit these sites or prioritise easier-to-access sites with a smaller, 265 

but still large, probability of presence?  Using the model and optimisation approach described 266 

above, we are able to explicitly account for travel costs when determining which sites to 267 

survey.   268 

Comparing results with and without travel costs is difficult for the case when detection rates 269 

vary over time because the model is based on the trade-off between the cost of visiting a site 270 

and the benefit of repeat visits. In this model, if travel costs are set to zero it is optimal to 271 

perform an infinite number of visits to the site. Consequently, in order to calculate an optimal 272 

allocation of effort across sites without travel costs we need to assume a constant detection 273 

rate. So that we could separate the effect of assuming a constant detection rate with that of 274 

ignoring travel costs, we compared the optimal allocation of effort across sites for three 275 

different models: (i) assuming variable detection rates and accounting for travel costs, (ii) 276 

assuming constant detection rates and accounting for travel costs, and (iii) assuming constant 277 

detection rates and ignoring travel costs. To ensure that the total budget spent was the same 278 

for each scenario, we first calculated the optimal allocation ignoring travel costs, scenario 279 

(iii). We then added the travel costs for sites visited and used the resulting modified budget 280 

for the two models that explicitly account for travel costs.  281 

Estimates for the probability of presence, travel time required to visit each site, and the mean 282 

and variance of the detection rate were derived from surveys performed by Parris et al. (2001) 283 

(Table 1). Each site, a 100-m transect along a stream, was surveyed 2-9 times (mean 3.25 284 
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times) between January 1995 and February 1999. The time spent at each site was 285 

approximately 1 person hour, with either 2 or 3 people searching the stream and surrounding 286 

vegetation for frogs (see Parris 2001 for details of the surveys). Parameter estimates were 287 

obtained using Bayesian methods in WinBUGS (OpenBUGS version 3.0.3, Spiegelhalter et 288 

al. 2007). Details of the models and methods used to estimate the detection parameters can be 289 

found in Moore et al. (2014). The probabilities of presence were taken from McCarthy (2007, 290 

Box 5.9), with predictions restricted to a subset of sites near Kenilworth and Mapleton in 291 

Queensland (Parris, Norton & Cunningham 1999). The parameter estimates were used to 292 

predict the average rate of detection and coefficient of variation for sites with 1 detected 293 

individual, and for sites with 3 detected individuals (Moore et al. 2014). The mean detection 294 

rate was estimated to be 0.67 and 2.2 detections per hour for sites where a single individual 295 

and three individuals were detected respectively. In both cases the coefficient of variation 296 

was 2.5. We assumed the same mean and variance for the probability of detection across all 297 

sites but considered a low and high detection scenario. We considered total budgets ranging 298 

between 5 and 75 hours.    299 

Results 300 

MAXIMISING THE EXPECTED PROBABILITY OF DETECTION FOR SINGLE SITE  301 

Given a total budget of time allocated to site i (xi),  the scaled budget (θxi) and scaled travel 302 

cost (θc) determined the optimal number of surveys at a site, with the scaling coefficient 303 

being the scale parameter of the gamma distribution, θ = σ
2
/μ. Our new result is similar to 304 

Moore et al. (2014), for which the optimal number of surveys depends primarily on the 305 

scaled budget, scaled fixed-cost, and coefficient of variation v = σ/µ when assuming a 306 

lognormal distribution for the variation in detection rate. However, in the lognormal case, the 307 

scaling coefficient was the mean detection rate.  Our new solution differs by having a 308 
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different scaling coefficient, but also by depending on only two parameter combinations not 309 

three. 310 

 311 

We compared the solutions derived using the two different models (A ~ lognormal and 312 

gamma) for a range of budgets and travel costs (Appendix S1). The optimal number of visits 313 

calculated using a gamma model for detection rates was always greater than or equal to the 314 

number calculated using a lognormal model; the greatest difference occurred when the budget 315 

was large and travel costs were small. Both solutions performed well when evaluated using 316 

the alternative model to that used to derive the solution (Fig. S4, Appendix S1). This suggests 317 

that both solutions are robust to the choice of underlying model.     318 

We also compared the predicted optimal number of surveys under each model to empirically 319 

derived estimates for real survey data (Appendix S1; Moore et al. 2014; McCarthy et al. 320 

2013). We found that the solution calculated using gamma-distributed detection rates 321 

performed equally well to that assuming log-normally distributed detection rates (Fig S5, 322 

Appendix S1).  323 

MAXIMISING THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF DETECTIONS OVER MULTIPLE SITES  324 

Depending on the size and complexity of the particular problem, commercially-available 325 

integer programming software, such as ILOG CPLEX or Gurobi, can find the optimal 326 

allocation across sites for a fixed value of . We compared the final value of  found using 327 

the approximate (ranking algorithm) and exact (ILOG CPLEX) optimal set of sites for each 328 

specific value of We considered a range of hypothetical scenarios with 10, 30, 1000 or 329 

3000 sites and parameters drawn from a variety of probability distribution functions: uniform 330 

random, binomial distribution and sum of two binomial distributions, with parameter ranges 331 

as presented in Table 2. Although, for a specific value of CPLEX in some cases found an 332 
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optimal set of sites that differed markedly to that obtained by the ranking algorithm 333 

(Appendix S4), the two approaches converged to similar optimal values of  (less than 13% 334 

different) and almost identical expected number of failed detections (less than 0.05% 335 

different). 336 

 337 

CASE STUDY: MAXIMISING DETECTIONS OF THE CASCADE TREEFROG 338 

(LITORIA PEARSONIANA) 339 

With a mean detection rate of 2.2 detections per hour and budget of 7.9 hours, it is optimal to 340 

visit five of the 19 possible sites under scenario (i), assuming variable detection rates and 341 

accounting for travel costs (Figs. 1 and 2). If the detection rate is assumed to be constant over 342 

time, such that only one visit per site is required, then it is still optimal to visit the same five 343 

sites but the allocation across the sites is different (Fig. 2). If we ignore travel costs when 344 

calculating the optimal allocation, then it is optimal to visit seven sites; the seven sites with 345 

the largest initial marginal returns (−riμi) (Fig. 2).     346 

With a large budget of 55.2 hours, visiting 13 of the 19 sites was optimal for the variable 347 

detection model with travel costs (Fig. 2). With such a large budget, visiting all sites is 348 

optimal if the detection rate is assumed to be constant over time. In this case, the optimal 349 

allocation was the same irrespective of whether travel costs were explicitly accounted for or 350 

not.  351 

Accounting for travel costs made a small but marked difference in the expected number of 352 

failed detections when the time budget was small (<30 hours; Fig. 3). Under the assumption 353 

of constant detection rates, visiting all sites was optimal for moderate time budgets. Once it is 354 

optimal to visit all sites, the allocation across sites is the same irrespective of accounting for 355 
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travel costs explicitly. Hence, for moderate to large budgets, the optimal allocation was 356 

unchanged when explicitly accounting for travel costs. In contrast, accounting for temporal 357 

variability in detection rates was important for moderate to large budgets, but made little 358 

difference to performance when budgets were small (Fig. 3).  359 

We can turn the above analysis around and consider how much additional effort would be 360 

required to meet management targets if travel costs and variability in detection rates are not 361 

accounted for. For example, if management aims to limit the expected number of  failed 362 

detections to 3, then a time budget of 54 hours would be required if stochastic detection rates 363 

and travel costs are accounted for (Fig. 3). An additional 19 hours would be required to 364 

ensure the same detection rate if variability in detection rates are not accounted for when 365 

determining the optimal surveillance scheme, but exist in practice.  366 

We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the solutions across (a) all of the 367 

sites, and (b) sites visited by at least one of the three scenarios (Fig. 4). The correlation 368 

coefficient between scenario (i) variable detection and travel costs, and scenario (iii) constant 369 

detection and no travel costs, varied between 0.55 and 0.86 when considering all sites, and 370 

between -0.2 and 0.86 when only considering sites that were visited by at least one scenario 371 

(Fig. 4); the two solutions were most correlated when time budgets were large.  372 

With a smaller mean detection rate of 0.67 detections per hour, the results were qualitatively 373 

the same, but for a particular budget, fewer sites were visited as more time is required to 374 

search each site (Appendix S5).   375 

 376 

Discussion 377 
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A striking result in the case study was that accounting for travel costs was important when 378 

budgets were small, while accounting for variation in detection rates was important when 379 

budgets were moderate or large. Because the mean and variability of the detection rate was 380 

the same for all sites, variability played an important role in deciding how much to survey a 381 

given site but a minor role in determining which sites to visit. Hence, accounting for 382 

stochasticity in detection rates was only important for moderate or large budgets. However, in 383 

the case that detection rates vary across sites (Fig. 5), the mean and variance of the detection 384 

rate have a greater influence on which sites are visited, as well as how much to invest in 385 

surveying them  (Appendix S6). Consequently, accounting for stochastic detection rates is in 386 

general important for all budgets (Fig. 5), but accounting for travel costs is most important 387 

when budgets are small to moderate.  388 

Gamma and log-normal distributions are often used to model similar data-sets, and can often 389 

be interchanged (Wiens1999; refs there-in). However, although the two distributions often 390 

provide a similar fit for moderate size data sets, tail probabilities, which differ between the 391 

two models, often influence inferences based on the resulting model  (Wiens 1999; Kundu & 392 

Manglick 2004). Using both models to analyse data provides an ad-hoc robustness analysis 393 

(Weins 1999).  For the decision problem considered here, using a gamma distribution to 394 

model detection rate was preferable as there is a closed form expression for the expected 395 

probability of failed detection and we can derive an exact analytic solution for the optimal 396 

number of visits to a single site. For the scenarios we considered, the performance of the 397 

solution was quite robust to which distribution was used to model the detection rate. 398 

Nonetheless, for any specific problem and when sufficient data exists, one should investigate 399 

if one distribution provides a better fit than the other. In the case that a log-normal 400 

distribution seems more appropriate, the method outlined in this paper could be applied using 401 
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the approximation derived by Moore et al. (2014) for the optimal number of surveys at a 402 

single site, since the objective function will still be concave for xi > ci. 403 

When modelling variability in detection with a gamma distribution, travel costs and variation 404 

in detection rates combined to reduce the effective detection rate (Eqn 4). While they are very 405 

different processes and were modelled very differently, these two factors emerged in the 406 

optimal probability of failed detection at a single site as simply the product of the travel cost 407 

c and scale parameter   (Eqn 4); note that   is the variance in detection rate divided by the 408 

mean detection rate. When either of c or  is zero, the effective detection rate is equal to the 409 

mean detection rate. As the product of the two increases, the effective detection rate declines. 410 

When allocating effort across multiple sites, the optimal allocation of effort to a site is a non-411 

monotonic function of the detection rate, with the most effort expended on sites with 412 

intermediate detection rates (Hauser & McCarthy 2009). Therefore, including travel costs and 413 

variation in detection rates, which decrease the effective detection rate, will not 414 

systematically increase or decrease the effort that should be expended at a site; the qualitative 415 

influence of these factors (i.e., whether they increase or decrease optimal search effort at 416 

sites) will be case specific. 417 

The optimal solution depends on estimates of both occupancy and detection rate. Uncertainty 418 

in these will influence the reliability of the calculated optimal allocation, which we discuss 419 

here. Consider the solution as having two parts: the optimal set of sites and the optimal 420 

allocation across sites. Uncertainty can be considered by its effects on each of these parts and 421 

the overall performance. When considering the optimal set of sites, if the sites are fairly 422 

similar, then selecting different sites will likely barely change the overall performance of the 423 

solution. Conversely, if the sites are very different, then small perturbations/errors in the 424 

estimates of detection rate or occupancy are unlikely to change the selection of sites to 425 
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manage. 426 

When considering the optimal allocation of effort to the selected sites, the results of Hauser 427 

and McCarthy (2009) suggest that optimal allocations are largely insensitive to the 428 

probabilities of presence. Further, the key variable controlling the allocation is the relative 429 

probability of presence among sites; the optimal allocation will be similar provided that 430 

occupancy estimates are consistently biased across sites. Next, consider uncertainty in the 431 

mean detection rate, μ. For a single site, the optimal allocation of surveillance effort when 432 

accounting for management benefits can be quite sensitive to the detection rate (Appendix 7; 433 

Hauser and McCarthy 2009, Fig 1). Further, the expected probability of detection can be 434 

sensitive to effort expended, especially when the effort expended is small (Fig 1). Hence, the 435 

performance of the calculated solution may be sensitive to estimates of the mean detection 436 

rate. Observing that neither of these relationships are linear, and further, that the optimal 437 

surveillance effort for a single site is not a monotonic function of detection rate, suggests that 438 

the robustness of the calculated solution to uncertainty in mean detection rates will most 439 

likely depend on the distribution of mean detection rates among sites. For example, the 440 

expected probability of failed detection is likely to be less sensitive to uncertainty in mean 441 

detection rates for sites with high detection rates than those with low detection rates. 442 

Consequently, results of sensitivity analyses will be case-specific. 443 

The approach presented could be extended to explicitly account for uncertainty by modelling 444 

the uncertain parameters as stochastic variables, resulting in the objective function being the 445 

sum of stochastic reward functions (e.g. McCarthy et al. 2010). There exist a range of 446 

approaches for explicitly accounting for uncertainty that consider the trade-off between 447 

expected value and variance, as opposed to just maximising the expected value (Markowitz 448 

1971; French 1986; Beyer & Sendhoff 2007). For example, instead of minimising the 449 

expected number of failed detections, we might consider maximising the probability of not 450 
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surpassing an acceptable number of failed detections (satisficing; Simon 1982). Alternatively, 451 

we could consider the problem as multi-objective by introducing a second criterion that 452 

accounts for risk (Chen, Wiecek & Zhang 1999; Picheny et al. 2015).  453 

Managers use models based on search theory to optimise surveys for invasive species 454 

(Guillera-Arroita, Hauser & McCarthy 2014; Hauser et al. 2015) and mathematically 455 

identical models are also used in search and rescue operations (Koopman 1957; Breivik et al. 456 

2013). Here we show how these models can be modified to account for two factors that were 457 

ignored in the initial formulations: variation in travel costs across sites and variation in 458 

detection rates through time. Interestingly, the solution that accounts for these additional 459 

factors is mathematically very similar to the solution that ignores them; in both cases the 460 

probability of failed detection at each site is a negative exponential function of effort (Eqns 461 

5,9 and 10). The primary difference arises in the discontinuous solution space, which 462 

complicates finding optimal solutions. Nonetheless, we show that a relatively straightforward 463 

algorithm finds very good approximate (and often truly optimal) solutions. Further, while 464 

these factors change the mathematical structure of the problem slightly, they can both 465 

influence the optimal allocation of surveillance effort over space and time. 466 
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The data Openbugs code used to estimate the mean and variance of the detection rate for the 474 

cascade treefrog (Litoria pearsoniana) case study can be found in the supplementary material 475 

(Dataset S1) of (Moore et al. 2014). The probabilities of presence were taken from McCarthy 476 

(2007, Box 5.9), with predictions restricted to a subset of sites near Kenilworth and Mapleton 477 

in Queensland (Parris, Norton & Cunningham 1999). Travel times were obtained from 478 

MAM’s experience of frog surveys in the region, and are presented in Table 1.  479 
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Tables 480 

Table 1: Parameters for each site, listed in order of probability of presence  481 

Site 

 

Probability of 

presence 

Travel time 

 

1 0.984 1 

2 0.981 1.2 

3 0.926 0.5 

4 0.917 1.4 

5 0.902 1 

6 0.809 1.4 

7 0.741 0.4 

8 0.499 0.4 

9 0.353 1.2 

10 0.291 0.5 

11 0.195 1.4 

12 0.157 0.4 

13 0.150 0.4 

14 0.141 0.4 

15 0.120 0.4 

16 0.117 0.5 

17 0.083 1.2 

18 0.076 1 

19 0.062 0.5 

 482 

483 
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Table 2: Parameter ranges used when testing the ranking algorithm and CPLEX. 484 

Parameter Range 

probability of presence, pi [0.25, 1] 

mean detection rate, μi [0.5, 3] 

variance of detection rate, σi
2 [0, 3] 

travel cost to site i, ci [0,2] 

budget  
       10 sites 
       30 sites 
  1000 sites 
  3000 sites 

 
{1,2,5,10,25} 

{2,5,10,25,50,100} 
{25,250,500,1000} 

{50,500,1000} 

 485 

  486 
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Figures 487 

 488 

Figure 1: Probability of failed detection functions for each site and the optimal allocation between 489 

sites. Each line corresponds to the probability of failed detection as a function of the effort allocated 490 

to surveying the site when the mean detection rate is 2.2 detections per hour and the coefficient of 491 

variation is 2.5. The probability of presence and travel times are given in Table 1. The black dots are 492 

the optimal allocation with a total budget of 7.9 hours.   493 
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 494 

Figure 2: Optimal allocation as a proportion of the total budget for the Cascade Treefrog case study, 495 

for a budget of (a) 7.9 hours and (b) 55.2 hours. The constant detection with no travel cost is 496 

calculated with a reduced budget and then the cost of travel is re-added at the end. The resulting 497 

budget is then used as the allowed budget when calculating the optimal allocations for the two 498 

scenarios with travel costs. In (b) the open and filled circles are in the same position.  499 
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 500 

Figure 3: Expected number of failed detections as a function of the amount spent for the Cascade 501 

Treefrog case study.  (+) using the optimal strategy assuming variable detection and travel costs; 502 

(•)the strategy derived assuming constant detection rates and travel costs; and (o) the strategy 503 

derived assuming constant detection and no travel costs, but then travel costs are added to 504 

searched sites.  505 
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 506 

 507 

Figure 4: Pearson correlation coefficient between solutions for (a) the whole 19 sites, and (b) only 508 

sites searched by at least one of the scenarios. Black =  (variable detection + travel costs) VS 509 

(constant detection + travel costs), magenta =  (variable detection + travel costs) VS modified 510 

(constant detection + no travel costs), black dashed = the two constant detection scenarios.  511 
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 512 
Figure 5: Expected number of failed detections as a function of the amount spent for 50 sites with 513 

randomly generated detection and cost parameters. Mean detection rate ϵ [0.5,3], variance of 514 

detection rate ϵ [0,3], probability of presence ϵ [0.25,1], travel cost ϵ [0,2].   515 

 516 

  517 
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